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This is a H.R. Model 732 with black finish. It is a Smith & Wesson revolver. It has a 2 7/8 inch barrel
with a hammer and spur type front sight. The model number is engraved on the frame. The serial
number starts with "JQ" and is the same. Manufactured in 1971. It also has a rivet. This is a H.R.
Model 732 with a black finish and nickel plating. The model number is engraved on the frame and it
has an oversized barrel. The serial number starts with "JQ" and is the same. Manufactured in 1971.
It also has a rivet. "H.R. Model 732 (32-S&W). NEW. USED.... Gun #152463738. NOTE: Hole with
gun is drilled, not punched - it will therefore not always line up with other. When you enter the serial
number on any of the H&R. 17-May-13 If your H&R comes with 6 shot instead of 7, it's a pre-73.
Manufactured in 1971. The serial number starts with "JQ" and is the same.. There are a lot of guns in
the 732 series.. H. R. Models 732. 732S. 732SX. 732SA. 732A. Model #78. Stainless H.R. Model 732
V Revolver,with 4+1, H.R. Serial # [date]. At Randy's, we carry only H.R. Models 732, 733, 734, 735,
and 736. But, they will carry any centerfire revolver you want in.32... 1) The H&R Model 732 was
introduced in 1971 to replace the model 721. It is 7 1/2 inches long, with a 2 1/4 inch barrel, and an
overall length of 7 3/8 inches.. H&R Model 732 with 6 shot.36 caliber. Manufactured by H&R in
1971. Check with your local gun shop. I have been to a local shop here in Denver where they had a
new H&R 732. It was. Gunmaker : H.R.. Model : H&R. Serial Number : JQ380900 (JQ380999).. A
H&R Model 732 in.32 S&W Long. This
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